Distant regulatory effects of genetic variation in multiple human tissues
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Abstract

Understanding the genetics of gene regulation provides information on the cellular mechanisms through which genetic variation influences complex traits. Expression quantitative trait loci, or eQTLs, are enriched for polymorphisms that have been found to be associated with disease risk. While most analyses of human data has focused on regulation of expression by nearby variants (cis-eQTLs), distal or trans-eQTLs may have broader effects on the transcriptome and important phenotypic consequences, necessitating a comprehensive study of the effects of genetic variants on distal gene transcription levels. In this work, we identify trans-eQTLs in the Genotype Tissue Expression (GTEx) project data, consisting of 449 individuals with RNA-sequencing data across 44 tissue types. We find 81 genes with a trans-eQTL in at least one tissue, and we demonstrate that trans-eQTLs are more likely than cis-eQTLs to have effects specific to a single tissue. We evaluate the genomic and functional properties of trans-eQTL variants, identifying strong enrichment in enhancer elements and Piwi-interacting RNA clusters. Finally, we describe three tissue-specific regulatory loci underlying relevant disease associations: 9q22 in thyroid that has a role in thyroid cancer, 5q31 in skeletal muscle, and a previously reported master regulator near KLF14 in adipose. These analyses provide a comprehensive characterization of trans-eQTLs across human tissues, which contribute to an improved understanding of the tissue-specific cellular mechanisms of regulatory genetic variation.

Introduction

Variation in the human genome influences complex disease risk through changes at a cellular level. Many disease-associated variants are also associated with gene expression levels through which they mediate disease risk. The majority of expression quantitative trait locus (eQTL) studies thus far have focused on local- or cis-eQTLs because of the relative simplicity of association mapping in human for both statistical and biological reasons. Trans-eQTLs, or genetic variants that affect gene expression levels of distant target genes, have received much less attention in comparison to cis-eQTLs, in part due to the considerable multiple hypotheses testing burden. Far fewer replicable, strong effect trans-eQTLs have been discovered in human data as compared to cis-eQTLs, unlike in model organisms such as *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* or *Arabidopsis thaliana*. However, a handful of replicable trans-eQTLs have now been identified in human tissues. Additionally, recent work has suggested that trans-eQTLs contribute substantially to the genetic regulation of complex diseases, motivating a careful examination of the role of trans-eQTLs across human tissues in disease etiology.

Here, we identify trans-eQTLs in the Genotype-Tissue Expression (GTEx) v6 data, which include 449 individuals with imputed genotypes and RNA-seq data across 44 tissues for a total of 7,051 samples. We evaluate the tissue-specificity of trans-eQTLs, and we demonstrate replication of trans-eQTLs in a large independent RNA-seq study. We show enrichment of trans-eQTLs for tests restricted to genetic variants associated with expression of nearby genes.
and trait-associated variants. We then explore properties of genetic variants with significant associations with distal gene expression levels including functional enrichment in cis regulatory elements and Piwi-interacting RNA clusters. We discuss three examples of trans-eQTLs in the GTEx data: the broad regulatory role of the 9q22 locus near thyroid-specific transcription factor FOXE1; a trait-associated regulatory locus in skeletal muscle acting through interferon regulatory factor IRF-1; and replication of a previously-identified master regulator in adipose tissue near KLF14 with broad but differential effects in subcutaneous and visceral adipose.

Detection of trans-eQTLs across 44 tissues

We performed trans-eQTL association mapping in each of the 44 GTEx tissues independently. We applied a linear model controlling for ancestry, sex, genotyping platform, and unobserved factors in the expression data for each tissue that may reflect batch or other technical confounders (see Online Methods). We tested for association between every protein coding gene or long non-coding RNA and all autosomal variants (minor allele frequency, MAF > 0.05), where the gene-variant pair was located on different chromosomes. We developed a standardized pipeline for filtering detectable false positives from trans-eQTL identification in RNA-seq data. For example, one major source of artifacts arises from mapping errors in sequencing data, for which true cis-eQTL variants appear to regulate distal genes due to sequence similarity between distant regions of the genome. To correct for this, we eliminated from consideration genes with poor mappability, variants in repetitive elements, and trans-eQTL associations between pairs of genomic loci that show evidence of cross-mapping (see Online Methods).

Applying this approach, we found a total of 590 trans-eQTLs (false discovery rate, FDR ≤ 0.1, Benjamini-Hochberg, assessed in each tissue separately) including 81 unique genes (trans-eGenes, or genes with one or more trans-eQTLs; Fig. 1a) and 532 unique variants (trans-eVariants, or variants that are associated with transcription levels of one or more distal genes) in 18 of the 44 GTEx tissues (Table 1). Tissues with larger sample sizes and greater numbers of expressed genes were more likely to yield trans associations, indicating that low statistical power limits our analysis. The tissue with the most trans-eGenes was testis (157 individuals; 28 eGenes; 193 trans-eQTLs), reflecting the unusually large number of expressed genes (16,854 genes) and consistent with the large number of cis-eQTLs detected in this tissue [Aguet et al, GTEx cis-eQTL manuscript, in submission].

We next performed an association test with a restricted subset of variants to control for linkage disequilibrium (LD), because many of the 532 trans-eVariants are well-correlated variants at the same genetic locus. To do this, we pruned the set of genotyped and imputed variants to have local genotype R^2 < 0.5 by random selection, agnostic to gene expression levels or functional annotation of variants. This LD-pruning led to a set of variants that included approximately 10% of the original variant set. While this may result in false negatives by eliminating some of
the strongest associations, it also has the potential to reduce false positives that are not supported by associations with well-correlated variants in the same LD block. Performing association mapping in this reduced set, we found 41 trans-eQTLs reflecting 40 unique eVariants across 34 eGenes. These LD-pruned trans-eQTLs spanned 18 tissues, as with the genome-wide set, but included a number of tissues that were not observed in the genome-wide analysis such as breast, lung, and liver (Table 1).

Figure 1. Trans-eQTLs across 44 diverse tissues in the GTEx data. (a) The number of trans-eGenes in all the tissues at three FDR thresholds, ordered with decreasing number of expressed genes. The x-axis labels include (number of expressed gene, number of samples) for each tissue. (b) Distribution of the number of tissues having MetaTissue m-value greater than 0.5 for the top variant for each trans-eGene at FDR ≤ 0.5 and each randomly selected cis-eGenes (also FDR ≤ 0.5). cis-eGenes were matched for discovery tissue distribution to the trans-eGenes. Shown for genes with meta-analysis p-value ≤ 0.01. (c) Hierarchical agglomerative clustering of trans-eGenes (FDR ≤ 0.5) using a distance metric of (1 − Spearman correlation) of MetaTissue effect sizes over all genes observed in both tissues. (d) An example of a trans-eQTL (rs7683255 − NUDT13) identified in skin – sun-exposed (FDR ≤ 0.1, P ≤ 1.1 x 10^{-10}) that has a global effect across tissues. The lines represent 95% confidence interval of the effect size. (e) An example of a trans-eQTL (rs60413914 − RMDN3) identified in brain putamen (FDR ≤ 0.1, P ≤ 1.2 x 10^{-13}) that has an effect in all five brain tissues tested but shows little effect in other tissues. (f) An example of a trans-eQTL (rs758335 − RPL3) identified in pancreas (FDR ≤ 0.1, P ≤ 2.2 x 10^{-16}) that has a tissue-specific effect.

We also investigated long range eQTLs where the variant lies on the same chromosome as the target gene but is not local. We performed association mapping between each gene and variant on the same chromosome and we identified 291 intra-chromosomal distal eQTLs (≥ 5 Mb between gene and variant; FDR ≤ 0.1), including 46 eGenes and 247 eVariants (Extended Data Table 1). Further, investigated whether intra-chromosomal distal QTLs acted in cis or trans using a statistical model to quantify evidence for allele-specific expression (ASE), as cis regulation would induce allelic imbalance in gene expression levels for cis-eVariant heterozygotes.
Mohammadi et al., [GTEx companion paper in preparation]; see Online Methods). Applying this model to a larger set of 23,953 candidate eQTLs based on a p-value threshold of $1.0 \times 10^{-5}$, we identified seven distal eQTLs with significant evidence of cis regulation (FDR ≤ 0.1; Extended Data Table 2). The support for cis effects overall dropped significantly below expectation after 3 Mb (Extended Data Fig. 1), possibly suggesting that the majority of distal intra-chromosomal eQTLs act in trans or represent false positives. However, ASE was observed for intra-chromosomal gene-variant pairs up to 170 Mb apart, demonstrating that cis regulation can indeed occur over long genomic distances. While observing ASE provides evidence of cis regulation, its absence does not guarantee trans regulation, since phasing and power affect detection (Extended Data Fig. 1). For the remaining analyses, we focus on inter-chromosomal associations to avoid confounding characterization of cis- and trans-eQTLs.

Next, we investigated the level of tissue specificity of the detected trans-eQTLs. We performed a meta-analysis across the 20 tissues with the greatest number of samples using MetaTissue\textsuperscript{19}. We selected variants for cross-tissue evaluation from the single tissue trans-eQTLs discovered at a relaxed FDR of 0.5, giving 798 trans-eGenes across the 20 tissues. We estimated that the level of tissue specificity for each most significant trans-eVariant for each eGene by quantifying the number of tissues likely to show effects of the eVariant based on MetaTissue m-values (i.e., the probability that the eQTL effect exists in the tissue). Overall, we observed greater tissue specificity for trans-eQTLs than a set of cis-eQTLs randomly selected at the same FDR (Fig. 1b); this observation was robust to choices of m-value threshold and selection of cis-eQTLs (Extended Data Fig. 2). Extensive tissue-specificity was also observed based on a hierarchical approach for FDR control, where we found no trans-eQTLs shared across more than a single tissue (Extended Data Table 3)\textsuperscript{20}. Our estimate of greater tissue specificity for trans-eQTLs agreed with the minimal sharing of trans effects reported in previous eQTL studies with fewer tissues\textsuperscript{21–23}.

Although there was greater tissue specificity of trans-eQTLs, we observed trans-eQTL sharing between pairs of tissues based on MetaTissue effect size estimates that reflected known tissue relatedness, and were in concordance with patterns of cis-eQTL sharing (Fig. 1c; see Online Methods; Extended Data Fig. 3). We observed a number of tissue-shared trans-eQTLs, including rs7683255, which showed moderate trans association with \textit{NUDT13} across most tested GTEx tissues with consistent direction of effect while only being identified as significant (FDR ≤ 0.1; $P \leq 1.1 \times 10^{-10}$; Fig. 1d) in skin – sun-exposed. We found examples of trans-eQTLs shared across a subset of related tissues, such as an association between rs60413914 and \textit{RMDN3}, which was genome-wide significant in brain – putamen (FDR ≤ 0.1; $P \leq 1.2 \times 10^{-13}$; Fig. 1e) and had moderate effects in all tested brain regions but no strong effect in other tissues. \textit{RMDN3} is widely expressed, with higher average expression levels in brain tissues than outside of the brain (Extended Data Fig. 4). We observed tissue specific trans-eQTLs, such as rs758335 and \textit{RPL3}, which is only observed in pancreas (FDR ≤ 0.1; $P \leq 2.2 \times 10^{-16}$; Fig. 1f).
Table 1. Trans-eVariant and eGene discoveries for genome-wide and restricted approaches in the GTEx data.

Each tissue with non-zero values in one or more of the restricted approaches is included in the rows with the total on the final row; the columns include the number of samples for that tissue, followed by the number of unique trans-eGenes and trans-eVariants identified in the genome-wide tests, and tests restricted to the LD-pruned, cis-eQTL, and trait associated variants, followed by the number of unique trans-eGenes and trans-eVariants identified by any of the four approaches.
To better understand their cellular mechanisms, we characterized the functional properties of trans-eVariants. Of the 590 trans-eVariants from the genome-wide analysis, 312 were also identified to have a cis association (FDR ≤ 0.05), significantly more than expected by chance (Fisher’s exact test; P ≤ 2.2 x 10^-16). This pattern would suggest a mechanism for trans association in which the eVariant directly regulates expression of a nearby gene, whose protein product then affects other genes downstream. We performed an association test, restricting the variants to the set of cis-eVariants (top variant per cis-eGene) and testing for trans association with all genes on any other chromosome than the variant’s own. Cis-eVariants were significantly more likely to have low trans-eQTL association p-values than random variants matched for MAF (Chi-squared test; P ≤ 2.2 x 10^-16; Fig. 2a). We identified a total of 23 trans-eGenes (FDR ≤ 0.1) among this subset of tests, 14 of which were not discovered in the genome-wide analysis. Variants with both cis and trans associations did not show stronger effect sizes in cis (Wilcoxon rank sum test, P ≤ 0.22), and the direction of effect was not significantly matched (binomial test; P ≤ 0.18; Extended Data Fig. 5); however, the small number of trans-eQTLs discovered after restricting to cis-eVariants limits the interpretability of these results. Trans-eVariants that have no cis association may alter protein function, may reflect false negatives in the cis association test, or may arise from unmeasured regulatory mechanisms. We observed a depletion of protein-coding loci among our eVariants (odds ratio = 0.39; Fisher’s exact test, P ≤ 0.03) suggesting that modification of protein function is not the dominant mechanism for trans-eQTL effects.

It has been also reported that genetic variants associated with complex traits in genome-wide association studies (GWAS) are enriched for trans-eQTLs. We evaluated this in the GTEx data by performing association testing by restricting to variants that have been associated with a complex trait in a GWAS (P ≤ 2.0 x 10^-5). Across the 44 tissues, we found 21 trans-eQTL associations, involving 18 unique variants and 19 unique genes (FDR ≤ 0.1; Fig. 2a; Table 1). As with the cis-eQTL restricted analysis, we observed lower trans-eQTL p-values among trait-associated variants than in a control set of variants matched on MAF and distance to the nearest gene transcription start site (TSS; Chi-squared test, P ≤ 1.9 x 10^-4).

We investigated whether trans-eVariants were each associated with numerous target genes, which may reflect broad effects of regulatory loci, as have been reported in model organisms. Disambiguating true broad regulatory effects from artifacts remains an important challenge – PEER and other methods designed for artifact correction generally identify and remove patterns of broad correlation between genes, regardless of whether the source is biological or technical. We conservatively removed a large number of latent factors (either 15, 30, or 35 PEER factors, capturing 59-78% of total variance in gene expression depending on tissue sample size; Extended Data Fig. 6), which reduces false positives but may also remove variance in gene expression levels arising from broad trans effects. Indeed, we observed loci with numerous associations in uncorrected data (Extended Data Fig. 7) that disappeared once controlling for
unobserved factors estimated by PEER. Despite this, we observed evidence of eVariants with multiple targets even after correction. At genome-wide significance, three loci (60 Kb windows, potentially containing multiple variants) were associated with two distal eGenes each.

Additionally, for each eVariant, we evaluated the distribution of association statistics with all genes expressed in the corresponding tissue and calculated $(1 - \pi_0)$, the estimated total fraction of genes associated with the variant (Extended Data Fig. 8). This suggests that much larger numbers of likely target genes for trans-eVariants than for either cis-eVariants or randomly selected variants, with significantly higher values of $(1 - \pi_0)$ (Wilcoxon rank sum test, $P \leq 3.4 \times 10^{-4}$ and $P \leq 2.2 \times 10^{-16}$, respectively).

Figure 2. Functional characterization of GTEx trans-eVariants. (a) Partial quantile-quantile (QQ) plot showing enrichment of low trans-eQTL p-values of association for cis-eVariants and trait-associated variants in skeletal muscle ($n = 361$). (b) Cis-regulatory element enrichment analysis of trans-eVariants (FDR $\leq 0.1$), cis-eVariants (FDR $\leq 0.1$), and the top most significant cis-eVariants. Boxes show promoter and enhancer element enrichment in any of the GTEx discovery tissue’s matched cell type specific Roadmap or ENCODE annotations compared to 500 randomly selected background variants (matched for distance to TSS and MAF). (c) Proportion of loci overlapping with piRNA clusters, including randomly sampled loci, trans-eVariants across all tissues, testis trans-eVariants, thyroid trans-eVariants, and trans-eVariants from all tissues other than testis and thyroid. (d) Replication of trans-eVariants from GTEx in the TwinsUK data (y-axis) across matched tissues (green) and unmatched tissues (blue), versus the expected p-values from the quantiles of a uniform distribution (x-axis).
We studied possible molecular mechanisms underlying the trans-eQTLs. Using matched tissue-specific annotations from the Roadmap Epigenomics project\textsuperscript{35,36}, we compared enrichment of trans-eQTLs in promoter and enhancer regions of the genome to randomly selected variants matched by distance to nearest TSS, MAF, and chromosome. Trans-eVariants (FDR ≤ 0.1) were enriched in cell-type matched enhancers (Fisher’s exact, $P \leq 6.6 \times 10^{-4}$) and moderately enriched for promoters ($P \leq 0.13$), with greater enrichment in enhancers (Fig. 2b). We observed greater enrichment for trans-eVariants than for cis-eVariants called at the same FDR (promoter Wilcoxon rank sum test, $P \leq 2.2 \times 10^{-16}$; enhancer, $P \leq 2.2 \times 10^{-16}$). Stronger effect sizes are needed to detect trans-eVariants at the same FDR, but even comparing to a matched number of the strongest cis-eVariants, we observed greater enrichment among trans-eVariants for enhancer element overlap. These results indicate that trans-eVariants were more enriched for enhancer regions than cis-eVariants, consistent with greater tissue specificity of enhancer activity and greater tissue-specificity of trans-eVariants (Fig. 1b).

Observing the large number of trans-eQTLs detected in testis, we investigated possible mechanisms for this tissue in more detail. Piwi-interacting RNAs (piRNAs) are small 24-31bp RNAs that bind to Piwi-class proteins and silence mobile elements by RNA degradation and by methylation of their DNA source. PiRNAs are strongly expressed in testis and may regulate gene expression\textsuperscript{37,38}. We tested for enrichment of trans-eVariants in piRNA clusters identified in testis\textsuperscript{39}. We found that 36.3% of testis trans-eVariants directly overlap piRNA clusters, representing a significant enrichment beyond the 2.5% of the genome covered by these regions (permutation, $P \leq 1.0 \times 10^{-4}$). In aggregate, eVariants from all tissues demonstrated an enriched overlap of 17.7% with piRNA clusters (permutation, $P \leq 7.0 \times 10^{-4}$) but this enrichment appeared to be almost entirely driven by testis eQTLs (Fig. 2c).

**Replication of trans-eQTLs.**

Trans-eQTLs have not replicated consistently in human studies as compared to cis-eQTLs\textsuperscript{13,40–42}, due in part to insufficient statistical power and a limited number of studies with comparable tissue and cohort, but also reflecting potential false positive associations. First, we attempted to replicate two trans-eQTL associations from lymphoblastoid cell lines (LCLs) identified in the trait-associated variant restricted analysis. We tested these trans-eQTLs in the GEUVADIS data (n=462), but did not find signal of association for either eQTL ($P \leq 0.93$, rs3125734; $P \leq 0.64$, rs10520789). We then tested the union of the GTEx trans-eQTLs across the four sets of tests (genome-wide, LD pruned, cis-eVariants, and GWAS hits; FDR ≤ 0.1) for replication in the TwinsUK eQTL data\textsuperscript{14}, which includes four shared tissues with GTEx—whole blood, subcutaneous adipose, LCLs, and photo-protected infra-umbilical skin—for n=856 donors of European ancestry\textsuperscript{14}. We found a substantial enrichment of low p-value associations among the gene-variant pairs in the TwinsUK data for GTEx trans-eQTLs (Wilcoxon rank sum test; $P \leq 4.8 \times 10^{-15}$; Fig. 2d); furthermore, this enrichment of association p-value was significantly higher in matched tissue types than in unmatched tissue types (Wilcoxon rank sum test; $P \leq 2.4 \times 10^{-4}$).
In related work in the TwinsUK cohort, with RNA-seq analysis of n=845 individuals in adipose – subcutaneous, LCLs, and skin, we replicated two strong tissue-specific trans-eQTLs. In GTEx adipose – subcutaneous, we found two linked variants rs13234269 and rs35722851, which were not in our trans-eQTL list due to strict repeat element filtering that we relaxed for replication of these trans effects, that were associated in cis with KLF14 that showed enrichment for genome-wide trans effects (discussed in detail below). These variants were in strong LD (R^2 ≥ 0.98) with master regulator rs4731702 that was identified in both the TwinsUK study and MuTHER study. In skin – sun-exposed in GTEx, rs289750 was associated in cis with NLRC5 and in trans with TAP1, while the TwinsUK study found rs289749 (located 469 bp away from rs289750; R^2 = 0.918) associated with the same genes in cis and trans.

Broad regulatory locus 9q22 in thyroid tissue

We found two genome-wide significant trans-eVariants in the 9q22 locus for thyroid tissue (rs7037324 and rs1867277, with correlation coefficient R^2 = 0.74; thyroid n = 278) associated with TMEM253 (chromosome 14; Fig. 3a) and ARFGEF3 (chromosome 6). These two trans-eGenes were also identified as significant in both the cis-eQTL and the GWAS restricted tests. The cis target gene was C9orf156, and the supporting GWAS trait was thyroid cancer (rs7037324; odds ratio, OR = 1.54; P ≤ 2.2 x 10^{-16}). The 9q22 locus has also been linked with multiple thyroid specific diseases including goiter, hypothyroidism, and thyroid cancer and contains the gene FOXE1, a thyroid-specific transcription factor (Extended Data Fig. 9). Loss-of-function mutations in FOXE1 manifests as ectopic thyroid tissue or cleft palate in developing mice, and congenital cleft lip and cleft palate have also shown association with 9q22 variants in human studies. FOXE1 was weakly associated in cis with variants rs7037324 and rs1867277 (P ≤ 5.2 x 10^{-3} and 0.0191, respectively), but only before PEER correction of expression data. Despite this moderate cis association, based on colocalization analysis, we estimated the posterior probability that a shared causal variant at this locus drives both cis and trans associations to be greater than 0.99 for both candidate cis-eGenes (FOXE1 and C9orf156) with both trans-eGenes (TMEM253 and ARFGEF3). Further, FOXE1 transcription was strongly correlated with several of the PEER factors estimated from the thyroid gene expression data (Fig. 3b), suggesting a broad effect of this thyroid-specific regulatory gene and explaining the lack of cis association signal after controlling for all 35 PEER factors. We evaluated the trans-eVariants for association across all genes in uncorrected data and found substantial enrichment for low p-values across many genes (subcutaneous (1 – π_0) = 0.10 and visceral (1 – π_0) = 0.04; Fig. 3c) indicating a broad regulatory effect.

We replicated the effects of this locus in 496 primary thyroid cancer RNA-seq samples from The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA). We tested 19,153 genes for association with 23 variants in chromosome 9 locus 100600000 - 100670000, which is the region containing the two eVariants. Correcting for cross-chromosomal association tests across the 23 variants, we found 1173 unique trans-eGenes (FDR ≤ 0.1), substantially more than randomly selected chromosome 9 variants.
Despite the substantial changes to gene expression levels in cancer tissue, we replicated both trans-eQTL associations from GTEx in TCGA data, $TMEM253$ (GTEx $P \leq 1.2 \times 10^{-4}$, FDR $\leq 0.034$) and $ARFGEF3$ (GTEx $P \leq 1.1 \times 10^{-5}$, FDR $\leq 0.0097$). Among 15 variants associated with $TMEM253$, rs10115216 was also associated in cis with $FOXE1$ ($P \leq 9.3 \times 10^{-3}$, FDR $\leq 0.043$) and rs6586 in cis with $C9orf156$ (FDR $\leq 3.0 \times 10^{-13}$).

These results demonstrate replication of both the broad impact of the 9q22 locus and particular target genes in thyroid tumor tissue.

**Figure 3. Trans-eQTLs in 9q22 locus in thyroid act as master regulators.** (a) Association of rs1867277 with corrected $TMEM253$ expression levels ($P \leq 2.2 \times 10^{-16}$). (b) Correlation between $FOXE1$ expression levels and thyroid PEER factors, compared to 100 random genes. For every gene, absolute correlation was sorted in decreasing order. The correlation of $FOXE1$ with the 5th, 6th, 7th, and 8th PEER factors was significantly higher than the correlation of random genes at those rank ordered PEER factors (empirical $P \leq 0.05$). (c) P-value histogram of associations between 19 variants in the 9q22 locus and all genes in GTEx thyroid gene expression levels, compared to 19 random variants from the same chromosome. (d) P-value histogram of associations between 23 variants in the 9q22 locus and all genes in TCGA thyroid tumor expression data, compared to 23 random variants from the same chromosome.

**Trait-associated variants in skeletal muscle near interferon regulatory factor IRF-1**

In skeletal muscle, two linked variants in the 5q31 locus (rs2706381 and rs1012793, $R^2 = 0.84$) were associated in trans with the expression of immune response genes $PSME1$ ($P \leq 9.8 \times 10^{-12}$), and $ARTD10$ ($P \leq 8.3 \times 10^{-10}$). A third variant on the same locus ($R^2 = 0.50$), rs12659708, also showed significant association with $ARTD10$ ($P \leq 4.8 \times 10^{-14}$) and moderate association with $PSME1$ ($P \leq 1.6 \times 10^{-7}$). These variants were moderately associated with numerous genes in skeletal muscle (47 trans-eGenes at FDR $= 0.2$, assessed only among the three variants; Extended Data Fig. 11). Potential targets (trans-eQTL $P \leq 0.001$) were enriched (right-tailed Fisher’s exact test) in multiple immune pathways from MsigDB$^{51}$ including interferon alpha response ($P \leq 2.0 \times 10^{-8}$), interferon gamma response ($P \leq 5.3 \times 10^{-8}$) and nominally significant for inflammatory response ($P \leq 0.07$; Extended Data Table 4). The two linked variants rs2706381 and rs1012793 were also significantly associated with circulating fibrinogen levels in a GWAS$^{52}$. Fibrinogen mediates inflammatory disorders including muscle injury and Duchene muscular dystrophy (DMD), multiple sclerosis, and rheumatoid arthritis$^{53-56}$, and has been shown to drive fibrosis in DMD, where it promotes expression of IL-1β and TGF-β$^{57}$. 
To explore cellular mechanisms underlying these effects, we evaluated cis regulatory associations for each variant. Rs1012793 and rs12659708 appeared as cis-eVariants associated with IRF-1, and rs1012793 was associated with SLC22A4 (FDR ≤ 0.05). However, the directions of effect between cis and trans targets were only consistent for IRF-1 (Fig. 4a). The association statistics in this region were also highly concordant for IRF-1 (cis-eGene) and PSME1 (trans-eGene), (Fig. 4b), quantified using colocalization analysis \(^{49}\), which produced posterior probabilities greater than 0.97 that the same causal variant regulates IRF-1 and each of PSME1 and ARTD10. The cis-eGene IRF-1 is a transcription factor known to facilitate regulation of interferon induced immune responses \(^{58-61}\), and PSME1 and ARTD10 are interferon response genes upregulated in inflammation and antigen presentation \(^{58,62-64}\). Both trans-eGenes PSME1 and ARTD10 were also identified as potential IRF-1 targets in primary human monocytes \(^{65}\). Together, these results suggest cis regulatory loci affecting IRF-1 are regulators of the IFN responsive inflammatory processes involving genes including PSME1 and ARTD10, with implications for complex traits affecting muscle tissue.
Replication of a trans-eQTL master regulator via KLF14 in adipose tissues

The MuTHER study\(^2\,^3\) (n=776) identified a master trans regulator in adipose – subcutaneous tissue with the maternally expressed cis target gene KLF14, which encodes a transcription factor, Kruppel-like factor 14\(^4\,^3\). Cis-eQTL rs4731702, targeting KLF14, showed enriched association with genes that are relevant in metabolic phenotypes, such as cholesterol levels\(^6\,^6\,^7\). In the GTEx data, rs4731702 was not quite statistically significant as a cis-eQTL in adipose – subcutaneous in the GTEx data (P ≤ 8.1 x 10\(^{-5}\), where the FDR ≤ 0.05 significance threshold is P ≤ 5.7 x 10\(^{-5}\)).

Adipose – visceral did not have any significant cis-eQTLs at this locus. However, we identified two variants, rs13234269 (Fig. 5a) and rs35722851, that are cis-eQTLs for KLF14 in adipose – subcutaneous (P ≤ 2.2 x 10\(^{-5}\) and 4.7 x 10\(^{-5}\), respectively) and in strong LD with rs4731702 (R\(^2\) = 0.98 and 0.99, respectively) [Aguet et al, GTEx cis-eQTL manuscript, in submission]. We used variant rs13234269 for further testing, which was not in our trans-eQTL list due to strict repeat element filtering but we included here for replication analysis. We tested the association between this locus and all expressed genes in two GTEx adipose tissues: subcutaneous (14,461 genes) and visceral (14,342 genes). Although we found no individually significant trans-eGenes, we found an enrichment of association with distal gene expression, which was more pronounced in adipose – subcutaneous (1 − π₀ = 0.11 for adipose – subcutaneous, 1 − π₀ = 0.04 for adipose – visceral, Figs. 5b, 5c, and Extended Data Table 5), replicating the results of the MuTHER study.

However, the absolute value effect sizes of rs13234269 across 14,105 genes shared in the two adipose tissues showed poor correlation across the two tissues (R\(^2\) = 0.11; Fig. 5d).

**Figure 5: Master regulator in two adipose tissues with sex-specific effects.** (a) Association of rs13234269 with KLF14 gene expression levels in adipose – subcutaneous in the GTEx data. (b) P-value histogram of associations with all genes for rs13234269 in adipose – subcutaneous as compared to the p-value histogram of associations with all genes of 7,608 variants matched in MAF and distance to TSS of the closest gene with the best cis-eQTLs in adipose – subcutaneous. (c) P-value histogram of associations with all genes for rs13234269 in adipose – visceral. (d) Absolute value effect sizes for trans-association between rs13234269 and 14,105 genes in adipose – subcutaneous (x-axis) and adipose – visceral (y-axis), with colors indicating the tissue for which the association has P ≤ 0.01, and the regression line in blue with R\(^2\) = 0.11.

KLF14 is a maternally expressed transcription factor in an imprinted locus, and the MuTHER study included only females. In GTEx data, both tissues included moderate evidence of sex-differential expression of KLF14 (P ≤ 4.3 x 10\(^{-3}\) in adipose – subcutaneous; P ≤ 2.1 x 10\(^{-3}\) in adipose – visceral) when correcting for all covariates other than sex. However, when considering female and male samples together in the GTEx adipose – subcutaneous data, the effect of
rs13234269 on KLF14 was the same in males and females in adipose – subcutaneous, (gene-by-sex interaction, P \leq 0.44; Extended Data Fig. 12), but we observed a mild gene-by-sex interaction with KLF14 in adipose – visceral (P \leq 2.7 \times 10^{-3}; Extended Data Fig. 12). This suggests a role for trans regulation in metabolic diseases, of which many show evidence of sexual dimorphism^{68–70}.

Discussion

Here, we presented an analysis of the trans regulation of gene expression by genetic variation, measuring association in expression data from 449 individuals and 44 human tissues in the GTEx project data. We identified 81 trans-eGenes from 18 tissues, and observed an enrichment for coincident cis regulatory effects and GWAS associations. We observed that trans-eQTL effects are moderately shared across tissues, but exhibit much greater tissue-specificity than cis-eQTLs. This increased tissue-specificity was also reflected in greater enrichment in overlap with enhancer elements. Testis trans-eVariants were highly enriched in Piwi-interacting RNA clusters, suggesting a possible general mechanism for these trans-eQTLs across tissues; it remains to directly assess the mediation of regulatory effects by Piwi-interacting RNAs and to determine the tissue specificity of the piRNA clusters.

Trans-eQTL detection remains limited by power and relative effect size, and also by challenges in disentangling broad regulatory effects from artifacts in gene expression data^{3,8,22}. While it is essential to aggressively control for these unobserved confounders in order to avoid false positives, this may obscure the effects of the most broad trans-eQTLs and master regulatory elements, as evidenced by analysis of the thyroid FOXE1 9q22 locus. However, in the GTEx trans-eQTL data, we observed evidence of trans-eVariants associated with multiple genes, and evaluated three examples in detail. We showed that variants near thyroid-specific transcription factor FOXE1 are moderately associated with numerous genes in thyroid, an effect we were able to reproduce in TCGA thyroid cancer samples. We then explored cis and trans effects of a regulatory region in skeletal muscle that appears to act through IRF-1. Finally, we examined previously reported master regulatory effects of KLF14 in the two GTEx adipose tissues. Each of these three regulatory loci also contained variants associated with tissue-relevant complex traits.

Trans-eQTLs from diverse human tissues will serve as an important resource for characterizing GWAS variants according to their cellular mechanisms and consequences. Combining GWAS variants with genome-wide eQTLs will allow us to identify both the proximal and distal regulatory effects underlying human disease phenotypes, including tissue-specific regulatory pathways. This study represents the largest multi-tissue study of trans-eQTLs to date, allowing a more complete characterization of distal regulatory effects and a greater understanding of the genome-wide, tissue-specific consequences of genetic variation on gene expression relevant to complex human traits.
Online Methods

**RNA-seq data from GTEx.** The GTEx v6p analysis freeze (phs000424.v6.p1, available in dbGaP) includes RNA that was isolated from 8,555 postmortem samples from 53 tissue types across 544 individuals. All human subjects were deceased donors. Informed consent was obtained for all donors via next-of-kin consent to permit the collection and banking of de-identified tissue samples for scientific research. A total of 44 tissues were sampled from at least 70 individuals: 31 solid-organ tissues, ten brain subregions with two duplicate regions (cortex and cerebellum), whole blood, and two cell lines derived from donor blood and skin samples (Table 1). Each tissue had a different number of unique samples. Non-strand specific, polyA+ selected RNA-seq libraries were generated using the Illumina TruSeq protocol. Libraries were sequenced to a median depth of 78M 76-bp paired end reads. RNA-seq reads were aligned to the human genome (hg19/GRCh37) using Tophat (v1.4.1)\(^{71}\) based on GENCODE v19 annotations. Gene-level expression was estimated as reads per kilobase of transcript per million mapped reads (RPKM) with RNA-SeQC using uniquely mapped, properly paired reads\(^{72}\).

Only genes with ≥ 10 individuals with expression estimates > 0.1 RPKM and an aligned read count ≥ 6 within each tissue were considered significantly expressed and used for eQTL mapping. Within each tissue, the distribution of RPKMs in each sample was transformed to the average empirical distribution across all samples. Expression measurements for each gene in each tissue were subsequently transformed to the quantiles of the standard normal distribution.

To increase the sensitivity of our analyses, we regressed out both known covariates (three genotype principal components, sex, and DNA sequencing platform) and PEER factors\(^{16}\) calculated independently for each tissue. A total of 15 PEER factors were included for tissues with fewer than 150 samples; 30 for tissues with sample sizes between 150 and 250; and 35 for tissues with more than 250 samples.

**Genotypes from GTEx.** The initial number of GTEx donors genotyped on Illumina’s Omni arrays in the second phase of GTEx (GTEx_phs000424, release v6) was 455 before sample quality control (296 declared as males and 159 as females). These samples included 272 donors genotyped on Illumina’s HumanOmni2.5-Quad Array (2,378,075 variants), and 183 on Illumina’s HumanOmni5-Quad Array (4,276,680 variants), after excluding 2 Klinefelter donors and 5 duplicates. DNA isolated from blood samples was the primary source of DNA used for genotyping (>360ng DNA), performed at the Broad Institute of Harvard and MIT. Genotypes were called using Illumina’s GeneTrain calling algorithm (Autocall). The genotyping call rates per individual exceeded 98% for all samples. All genotypes and analyses were aligned to chromosome positions from human genome build 37 (hg19).

To merge the genotypes from Illumina’s Omni 5M and Omni 2.5M arrays we extracted the genotype calls of an overlapping subset of ~2.2 million variants between the two platforms from
all samples, using VCFtools (http://vcftools.sourceforge.net/). This enabled imputing the same
set of variants into all samples, a reasonable solution given that the concordance between hard
genotype calls and imputed genotypes is high.

Multiple sample and variant quality control (QC) steps were performed before running
imputation to ensure high confidence variants and to remove outlier or related samples from
eQTL analysis. We used the toolset PLINK\textsuperscript{17} to perform appropriate genotype QC filters
(Extended Data Table 6). This resulted in 1,883,274 autosomal variants genotyped across 450
GTEx donors.

**Imputation of autosomal genotypes.** To increase power and resolution for discovering new
eQTLs in the different GTEx tissues collected from the donors, we imputed variants from 1000
Genomes Project into the QC filtered Omni 5M+2.5M merged genotype data for 451 GTEx
donors. The reference panel version used was the 1000 Genomes Phase 1 integrated variant set
release March 2012 (release v3), updated on 24 August 2012, downloaded from the IMPUTE2
website: https://mathgen.stats.ox.ac.uk/impute/data_download_1000G_phase1_integrated.html.
This v3 version includes single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and indels and is limited to
variants with more than one minor allele copy ("minor allele count greater than 1") across all
1,092 individuals.

We filtered out variants with incompatible alleles between the Omni 5M or 2.5M arrays and the
1000 Genomes reference data, and variants with a frequency difference larger than 0.15 between
GTEx and 1000 Genomes samples, computed using samples of European descent, which
constitute the majority of samples in GTEx. Variants were aligned between GTEx samples and
1000 Genomes Project by chromosome position (genome build 37), removing variants that did
not align.

The imputation of autosomes was run using the Ricopili pipeline
(https://sites.google.com/a/broadinstitute.org/ricopili/). Prephasing was performed on all samples
together using SHAPEIT v2.644
(https://mathgen.stats.ox.ac.uk/genetics_software/shapeit/shapeit.html). Imputation was
performed using IMPUTE2 2.2.7\_beta with the default effective population size of 20,000 on 3
Mb segments across each chromosome, which were subsequently merged. This yielded
14,390,153 variants across 451 samples. After imputation was completed, a chromosome 17
trisomy individual (GTEX-UPIC) was discovered and its genotypes was removed from the
analysis freeze VCF, resulting in genotype data for 450 donors.

The following QC filters were applied to the genotyped and imputed array VCF for eQTL
analysis: INFO < 0.4, minor allele frequency (MAF) < 1%, Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium (HWE)
P \leq 1.0 \times 10^{-6}. We calculated missing rate for best-guessed genotypes, and the HWE test was
performed using the software tool SNPTES\textsuperscript{T23} using only samples from European descent. Indels with length > 51 base pairs were removed. About 13\% of variants were hard call genotypes and 87\% of variants were imputed. About 91\% of the total numbers of variants were SNPs, and 8.9\% were indels. The REF and ALT alleles in the imputed VCF were checked for alignment to the human reference genome hg19, and the REF and ALT sequences were added for both SNPs and indels.

The final genotyped and imputed array VCF (file format v4.1) for autosomal variants contains genotype posterior probabilities for each of the three possible genotypes for 11,552,519 variants across 450 GTEx donors. The dosages of the alternative alleles relative to the human reference genome hg19 were used as the genotype measure for eQTL analysis. To assess the accuracy of imputation of autosomal chromosomes, we compared the alternative allele dosages between imputed and genotyped calls, using the Omni 2.5S set of variants for 183 GTEx samples from the pilot phase, for which we have both direct calls on the Omni 5M array and imputed calls from the merged set of 450 samples. Imputation accuracy was assessed using the coefficient of determination ($R^2$) computed for each of the 2.5S variants separately across 183 samples and between the alternative allele dosage of the post-QC’d imputed calls and the directly genotyped calls. The imputation accuracy observed was very high for common variants (mean $R^2 = 0.931-0.969$; median $R^2 = 0.985-0.989$), and, as expected, somewhat lower, for low frequency variants (mean $R^2 = 0.722-0.906$; median $R^2 = 0.804-0.976$; Extended Data Table 7).

We computed the principal components (PCs) of the genotyped and imputed variants for 451 GTEx samples using EIGENSTRAT\textsuperscript{T74} as implemented in Ricopili (https://sites.google.com/a/broadinstitute.org/ricopili/pca). This was done using a genome-wide set of linkage disequilibrium (LD)-pruned variants ($R^2 > 0.2$, plink \texttt{--indep-pairwise 200 100 0.2}) generated from best-guessed genotype calls after imputation (posterior probability $> 0.9$). Variant filters were applied, including the exclusion of variants not present in all samples, strand ambiguous SNPs (AT, CG), variants in the MHC region, variants with MAF $< 5\%$ or HWE P $< 1.0 \times 10^{-4}$, and variant missing rate $> 2\%$. For eQTL analysis, the first three genotype PCs were used as covariates, as they captured the largest proportions of genotype variance of the top genotype PCs (See Supplemental material in [Aguet et al, GTEx cis-eQTL manuscript, in submission]).

**Trans-eQTL association testing.** Matrix eQTL\textsuperscript{T15} was used to test all autosomal variants (MAF $> 0.05$) with all gene transcripts, restricted to lying on different chromosomes, in each tissue independently using an additive linear model. We included the three genotype PCs, genotyping platform, sex, and PEER factors estimated from expression data in Matrix eQTL when performing association testing. The correlation between variant and gene expression levels was evaluated using the estimated t-statistic from this model, and corresponding FDR was estimated.
using Benjamini-Hochberg FDR correction\textsuperscript{15,75} separately within each tissue and also using permutation analysis.

**Trans-eQTL quality control.** Mappability of every k-mer of the reference human genome (hg19) computed by the ENCODE project\textsuperscript{35} has been downloaded from the UCSC genome browser (accession: wgEncodeEH000318, wgEncodeEH00032)\textsuperscript{76}. We have computed exon- and untranslated region (UTR)-mappability of a gene as the average mappability of all k-mers in exonic regions and UTRs, respectively. We have chosen $k = 75$ for exonic regions, as it is the closest to GTEx read length among all possible values of $k$. However, as UTRs are generally small regions, and $36$ is the smallest among all possible values of $k$, we have chosen $k = 36$ for UTRs. Finally, mappability of a gene is computed as the weighted average of its exon-mappability and UTR-mappability, weights being proportional to the total length of exonic regions and UTRs, respectively. We excluded from association testing any gene with mappability $< 0.8$.

The set of genetic variants tested have also been reduced by first filtering out all variants with MAF $< 0.05$ in individuals sampled for the tissue being tested (reducing the variant set to 6,226,121), and then filtering out all variant that are annotated by RepeatMasker to belong to a repeat region [http://www.repeatmasker.org/], release library version 20140131 for hg19. This filtering reduced the number of variants tested by roughly 53.6%, from 6,226,121 variants to 2,889,379.

Next, we aligned every 75-mer in exonic regions and 36-mers in UTRs of every gene with mappability below 1.0 to the reference human genome (hg19) using Bowtie (v 1.1.2)\textsuperscript{77}. If any of the alignments started within an exon or a UTR of another gene, then that pair of genes are cross-mappable. We excluded from consideration any variant-gene pair where the variant is within 100 Kb of a gene that cross-maps with the potential trans-eQTL target gene.

Population structure is another source of potential false positives, and we control for three genotype principal components (PCs). While this should capture most broad effects of ancestry, we additionally check for residual evidence of strong correlation with a larger set of 20 genotype PCs (Extended Data Table 8). We observe a modest increase in correlation among trans-eVariants (Extended Data Fig. 13). While we opted not to apply further filtering, we have flagged any trans-eVariant with maximum correlation greater than 99% of the levels observed among random variants for use in future downstream analyses that may depend on ancestry.

**Linkage disequilibrium, cis-eQTL, and GWAS restricted trans-eQTL tests.** We performed restricted trans-eQTL association tests by filtering the set of variants considered in three ways. First, we filtered the final VCF files using linkage disequilibrium LD-pruning ($R^2 > 0.5$, plink parameters --indep 50 5 2), removing approximately 90% of variants. Next, from the original
VCF file, we performed association mapping using only the most significant GTEx cis-eQTL per eGene per tissue [Aguet et al, GTEx cis-eQTL manuscript, in submission]. From the original VCF file, we performed association mapping using only variants that had been found to have a trait association in a genome-wide association study\(^2\) \((P \leq 2.0 \times 10^{-5})\). The three association mapping analyses and FDR estimation were performed in each tissue separately.

**Intra-chromosomal long-range eQTL detection.** Phased allelic expression data were collected for all LD pruned eQTL \((FDR \leq 0.1)\) and only those eQTL with data in at least 10 eVariant homozygotes and heterozygotes were used. To remove cases where strong allelic imbalance was seen in eQTL homozygotes, the top 5\% of eQTL sorted by homozygote allelic imbalance were filtered. To minimize the number of phasing errors that occur at long, chromosome wide distances, we developed a model that predicts the probability of phasing error as a function of the minor allele frequency of both the eVariant and a coding variant where ASE is assessed, as well as the distance between them. We used this model to filter cases where the predicted probability of correct phasing was < 99\%. A beta-binomial mixture model was then used to determine if the allelic data supported the presence of a cis-eQTL. To identify long-range cis-eQTL, from eQTL with TSS distance > 5 Mb the top eQTL per gene was selected, and multiple testing correction was performed using the Benjamini-Hochberg FDR method on a per tissue basis. We next quantified the proportion of eQTL with significant (nominal \(P \leq 0.01\)) ASE supported evidence of cis regulation as a function of distance to eGene TSS. Although we attempted to reduce phasing error, we were unable to accurately estimate the remaining error, so we compared the observed proportion of cis-eQTL to what would be expected under the worst case scenario of phasing error. Performance under the worst case scenario was determined by introducing phasing error between eVariants and ASE data at a rate of 50\% to LD pruned eQTL \((FDR \leq 0.1)\) within 100 Kb of the TSS, which were assumed to act in cis, and then determining the number of significant (nominal \(P \leq 0.01\)) ASE supported cis-eQTL that could be identified as a function of eQTL effect size.

**Cross-tissue trans-eQTLs.** We used MetaTissue to quantify the tissue-specificity trans-eQTLs\(^1\). We ran MetaTissue with the heuristic option on to increase detection of cross-tissue differences. As MetaTissue, with the heuristic option on, does not permit analysis across all 44 tissues, we restricted to the 20 tissues with the largest sample sizes. We restricted to the best variant per trans-eGene \((FDR \leq 0.5\) in 20 tissue subset; 798 eGenes) and the best variant per randomly selected cis-eGene \((FDR \leq 0.5\) in 20 tissue subset). We also analyzed the top cis-eGenes by p-value in a separate comparison. The distribution of cis-eGene discovery tissues was matched to that observed in trans. As input to MetaTissue, we used the same genotype and expression matrices as were used in the tissue-specific Matrix eQTL association analysis. As MetaTissue does not handle tissue specific covariates and allows for only one genotype file, we controlled for general covariates (gender, genotype PCs, and DNA platform) in genotype. For each tissue type, we controlled for all covariates (tissue-specific and general) in the gene
expression levels and projected the expression levels of each gene to the quantiles of a standard normal.

**Tissue clustering from effect size in trans-eQTLs.** Hierarchical agglomerative clustering was performed on trans-eGenes (FDR ≤ 0.5) using distance metric (1 – Spearman correlation) of MetaTissue effect sizes across all observed genes between tissue pairs.

**Hierarchical FDR control for multi-tissue eVariant discovery.** We applied a hierarchical FDR control approach to identify significant trans-eVariants across all variants, genes, and tissues together as a second assessment of tissue-specificity of trans-eQTLs. As input, we considered 305,822 variants from the LD-pruned set that had a nominal trans association P ≤ 1.0 x 10^{-7} with at least one gene. Let \( H_{ijk} \) denote the null hypothesis of no association between variant \( i \) and the expression of gene \( j \) in tissue \( k \), \( H_{ij} \) denote the null hypothesis of no association between variant \( i \) and gene \( j \) in any tissue, and \( H_{i} \) denote the null hypothesis of no association between variant \( i \) and any gene in any tissue. We consider \( i \) to be an eVariant if we reject \( H_{i} \) and \( i \)-gene pair to be discovered if we reject \( H_{ij} \).

To evaluate \( H_{ijk} \), \( H_{ij} \), and \( H_{i} \), we performed a hierarchical testing procedure. P-values were defined starting from the leaf hypotheses \( H_{ijk} \), where we used the association p-value \( p_{ijk} \) calculated by Matrix eQTL. P-values \( p_{ij} \) corresponding the variant x gene null hypotheses \( H_{ij} \) across tissues were then calculated using Simes, and p-values \( p_{i} \) corresponding to the variant-level null hypothesis \( H_{i} \) were also calculated using Simes. We then applied the Benjamini-Hochberg (BH) procedure on \( p_{i} \) to identify eVariants at FDR ≤ 0.1. Next, we applied BH with an adjusted threshold to account for variant selection to the collections of \( p_{ij} \) for each discovered eVariant \( i \) to identify which genes it controls. Finally, we applied BH with a threshold adjusted to account for the two previous selection steps to each of the collections of \( p_{ijk} \) corresponding to each discovered eVariant-eGene pair to identify the tissues in which this regulation is present.

This three-level procedure controls the FDR of eVariants, the average expected proportion of false variant-gene associations across eVariants, and the expected weighted average of false tissue discoveries for the selected variant-gene pairs (weighted by the size of the eVariant and eGene sets) to the target FDR ≤ 0.1.

**Cis regulatory element enrichment analysis.** We annotated discovered trans-eVariants using chromatin state predictions from 127 cell types or cell lines sampled by the Roadmap Epigenomics project. Each cell type or cell line has the genome segmented by a 15-state hidden Markov model (HMM) in 400 bp windows. Several of these states are labeled as types of 'enhancers', 'promoters,' and 'repressed regions.' For the standard 15-state Roadmap segmentations, regulatory elements are labeled independently for each cell type. Our analysis was restricted to GTEx tissues that are composed of at least one Roadmap Epigenomics cell type (26 tissues); which included 84 eVariants and 24 eGenes (FDR ≤ 0.1). We matched these
variants to randomly selected variants based on chromosome, distance to nearest TSS, and MAF. We quantified enrichment of the trans variants relative to random variants in both enhancer and promoter elements in the GTEx discovery tissue’s matched Roadmap cell type (Extended Data Table 9). We then performed the same analysis with randomly matched cis-eGenes. Matching performed as follows: for each of the 24 trans-eGenes $g$, each having $N_g$ associated eVariants (FDR $\leq 0.1$), we randomly selected a cis-eGene that also had at least $N_g$ associated variants (FDR $\leq 0.1$). We then selected the top $N_g$ variants associated with this gene based on p-value to use in the enrichment analysis. Selecting 24 random cis-eGenes for enrichments yields unstable enrichment, so we ran cis-eGene selection and enrichment 70 times with different selections. We rank ordered the 70 trials for both promoters and enhancers based on average odds ratio enrichment relative to background. We then used the trial that was closest to median rank for plotting both promoters and enhancers.

**piRNA cluster enrichment analysis.** We obtained a list of 6,250 piRNA clusters that were experimentally determined from RNA sequencing of human testis\(^{36}\). When considering all unique trans-eVariants identified in all tissues, we identified an enrichment of trans-eQTLs overlapping a piRNA cluster (17.8%) compared to the null expectation if trans-eVariants were randomly distributed compared to piRNA clusters (2.5%). To further establish the statistical significance of this observation, we generated a null distribution of piRNA-eVariant overlap by permutation. Using bedtools\(^2\)\(^8\)\(^0\), we permuted the location of piRNA clusters on the human genome 10,000 times, requiring the piRNA clusters be excluded from centromeres and sex chromosomes. We also evaluated the proportion of trans-eVariants located within 10 Kb of a piRNA cluster, and estimated the significance of this enrichment using the same permutation scheme.

**TCGA thyroid RNA-seq analysis.** To replicate trans-eVariants in thyroid, we used Thyroid Carcinoma (THCA) RNA-seq and genotype array data from The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA). Filtering out tumor normal and metastatic samples, we restricted our analysis to 496 primary tumor samples\(^4\)\(^5\). Next, after log transforming RNA-seq RSEM measurements\(^8\)\(^1\), we quantile normalized the data to the empirical distribution such that each sample has the same distribution. Next, we ensured that expression of each gene follows a Gaussian distribution by projecting each gene expression levels to the quantiles of a standard normal. To account for noise and confounding factors in RNA-seq measurements, we corrected the data by controlling for the first five gene expression principal components using a linear model. After this, using a linear model, we tested the effect of each variant in chr 9 position 100600000 - 100670000 on expression levels of all distal genes. We used the Benjamini-Hochberg method to correct for multiple hypotheses testing. Genes with FDR $\leq 0.1$ were called as trans-eGenes.
**Colocalization analysis.** To quantify the probability that cis- and trans-eGenes share the same causal genetic locus in thyroid and muscle, we used Coloc\(^{49}\) with p-value summary statistics as input.

**Data availability**

Genotype data from the GTEx v6 release are available in dbGaP (study accession phs000424.v6.p1; http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/gap/cgi-bin.study.cgi?study_id=phs000424.v6.p1). The VCF files for imputed array data are in the archive phg000520.v2.GTEx MidPoint Imputation.genotype-calls-vcf.c1.GRU.tar (the archive contains a VCF for chromosomes 1-22 and a VCF for chromosome X). Allelic expression data is also available in dbGap. Expression data (read counts and RPKM) and eQTL input files (normalized expression data and covariates for 44 the tissues) from the GTEx v6p release are available from the GTEx Portal (http://gtexportal.org). eQTL results are available from the GTEx Portal.
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